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About the ARTISTS…
TIGER OKOSHI: trumpeter, composer, arranger
Professor / Berklee College of Music in Boston, MA
Born: March 21 1950 in Ashiya city, Hyogo Japan
Toru “Tiger” Okoshi was born just outside of Osaka. He
got his nickname because he was born in the year of the Tiger. As
a young child he loved to paint. When Tiger was 13, he saw Louis
Armstrong perform live in Osaka, Japan. “He was painting the air
with his trumpet” recalls Okoshi. An enlightening experience, 6
months later Tiger picked up his first trumpet. Today, Okoshi often
describes the relationship with his horn saying “When I’m playing,
I want to paint the air with my colorful tone. Choices between long
or short strokes, quickly or slowly, high in the canvas or low,
brighter color or darker, with a fat brush or a pen. Paint the air one
note at a time.”
In 1972, after Tiger graduated from Kwansei Gakuin University
with a bachelor of commerce degree, he got married and went to
the United States for his honeymoon. Neither he nor his wife spoke
English. “We took a Greyhound bus all the way across the country
from Los Angeles to Boston, but when we arrived in Boston, somehow we knew that we couldn’t go back.”
They decided to sell their return tickets and paid for Tiger’s tuition at Berklee College of Music. When
Tiger graduated in 1975, he received the highest honor of summa cum laude. During his three years at
Berklee, Tiger performed at Carnegie Hall in New York with British composer Mike Gibbs and the
legendary Bill Evans trio. Soon after graduation, he went on tour with the Buddy Rich Orchestra. In 1976,
“Tiger’s Baku” was formed. (Baku is a mythical creature that eats people’s nightmares!) This popular
Boston fusion group has received many awards including Best Jazz Band, Boston Magazine 1988; Boston
Music Awards 1988, 1989 1990; and the Boston Phoenix/WFNX Best Music Poll, 1992. Grammy Award
winning guitarist, Bill Frisell, was one of original members in “Tiger’s Baku”.
In 1977, Tiger received Outstanding Composer & Arranger awards from the CJF (Collegiate Jazz
Festival) held at University of Notre Dame, IN. This award enabled Tiger to receive his US Permanent
Resident status. Word of Tiger’s abilities spread in no time. He joined the Gary Burton Quartet in 1978.
Tiger has toured around the world and played with many noted musicians including Tony Bennett and the
LA-NY Dream Band lead by Dave Grusin which received a Grammy nomination in 1982. Tiger has also
played with Pat Metheny, Gunther Schuller, Lyle Mays, Bob Mintzer, George Russell’s Living Time
Orchestra, Dave Liebman, Miloslav Vitous, Bela Fleck, Jerry Bergonzi, Dave Holland, Joe Lovano and most
recently in the Delfeayo Marsalis Octet with saxophonist Branford Marsalis. In the Pop and R&B music
scene, Tiger has performed with Michel Franks, Teddy Pendergrass, Aimee Mann’s & ‘Til Tuesday, the
O’Jays, the Four Tops, the Stylistics, Little Anthony and Imperials, Frankie Avalon and Bobby Lydell.
In 1997, Tiger, who loves sports, released a CD entitled “Hustle Tigers” for the Japanese major league
baseball team Hanshin Tigers. It was sold at the prestigious Koshien Stadium in Osaka, Japan. In 2007, Tiger
was invited to perform the “Star Spangled Banner” and open the first game of the season between the Boston
Red Sox and New York Yankees at Fenway Park. His trumpet was surrounded by twenty other trumpets, ten
trombones and seven Japanese Taiko drummers playing Tiger’s original arrangement of America’s national
anthem.

ODAIKO NEW ENGLAND

Odaiko New England (ONE) began
drumming in 1994 and is fast becoming one of the
premier taiko groups on the East Coast. By
combining Japanese aesthetic sensibility with the
bold American spirit, ONE is forging its own
modern distinctive style and voice as it challenges
the very definition of the art of taiko.
In Japan, the sounds of the taiko are infused
into various aspects of daily life. From Shinto and
Buddhist rituals, to celebratory festivals, the taiko
is said to be the voice and spirit of the Japanese.
Its rhythms reflect the sounds of nature, the

changing of the seasons, Mother’s heartbeat. The
sound of the taiko has an irresistible draw that
summons people to seek out its source. The voice
of the taiko is palpable, its language is universal. It
speaks across boundaries of race, class, culture,
and religion, and appeals to people of all ages and
gender.
Our aim is to make taiko a familiar art form to
American audiences, and thereby encourage a
greater appreciation and understanding of Asian
American cultures. We believe the taiko has the
power to bring people together in harmony and
community. In the spirit of kumidaiko (ensemble
drumming), we strive to drum as ONE voice.
Brought together by a common love for taiko,
the members and supporters of Odaiko New
England reflect the rich cultural diversity of New
England. Through performances, workshops,
lecture demonstrations, and ongoing taiko classes,
and through creating opportunities for
communities to drum together, ONE’s wish is to
proudly share its heritage with as many people as
possible in the hopes that it will enrich the lives of
those who are touched by the sound of the taiko.
Experience the visceral power of Odaiko New
Englandas the drummers move and drum in
unison,creating a sensation that can be felt as
much as seen and heard.
The powerful sound of taiko,
combined with dynamic movement,
makes for an exuberant and energetic performance
that is sure to delight and mesmerize audiences
of all ages and cultural backgrounds.

THE ENSEMBLE MEMBERS

Mark Hideyuki Rooney
Mark has been a performing member of Odaiko New England since 1998 and on staff full-time
since 2004. In 2008, he became the new Artistic Director, succeeding founder Elaine N. Fong.
As a performing artist, Mark’s credits span multiple continents and genres. While living in
Wakayama, Japan from 2000-2003, Mark performed with a number of taiko groups. He has
performed widely in Europe and the United States as a touring member of Marco Lienhard’s Taikoza.
Although Mark is a dynamic and talented performer, his true passion lies with teaching taiko.
Since joining ONE’s staff in 2004, Mark has become the company’s principal instructor for classes
and workshops. Mark leads an after school program and has designed and led residencies at the
Boston Chinatown Neighborhood Center, the Allston Boys and Girls Club and the Roxbury
Community College Summer Arts Intensive program for youth. He is a guest instructor at Wesleyan
University where he teaches a popular “hands-on” course in taiko.

Junko Kobayashi
Junko Kobayashi is the Director of Operations for Odaiko New England and manages the general
operations of the organization. Junko has been a member of ONE since 2001 and is also the Assistant
Artistic Director acting as a principle performer, instructor and practice leader of the performing
ensemble.
Born in New York and raised in New Jersey and Tokyo, Junko began her musical studies in classical
piano at age 5 with Alexander Alexay and at age 10 she began playing percussion. Junko’s primary
teachers have been former Principal Percussionist of the New York Philharmonic, Walter Rosenberger,
Dr. Walter Schneider, and Professor Thomas Siwe. Junko holds a Bachelor of Music Performance
Degree from the University of Illinois, School of Music. She has studied taiko with Odaiko New England founder, Elaine Fong
and has trained in both Japan and the US with taiko masters Kenny Endo and KODO members Yoshikazu Fujimoto, Eiichi Saito,
Chieko Kojima, Yoko Fujimoto, and Kaoru Watanabe.
Junko is also a freelance percussionist, sound designer, and recording artist and has performed with various musicians, dancers,
and local bands playing original progressive rock-fusion, Latin-jazz, and electronic music.

Kristen Koyama
Kristen was born and raised in Los Angeles, CA, where she was a loyal taiko spectator for many
years before the sound of the odaiko finally proved too compelling to resist. Her taiko quest brought her
first to Rev. Tom Kurai’s Taiko Center of Los Angeles, where she began classes in 2001. However, a
graduate program in Animals and Public Policy lured her to Massachusetts in the fall of 2001. After
completing her degree, Kristen was eager to resume her taiko education and began taking classes with
Odaiko New England in October 2002. She became a performing member in 2005.
As a performing member, Kristen hopes to bring some West coast flavor to the group’s East coast
perspective. She also serves as a reminder that taiko is not just for those with an interest in music, dance,
or Japanese culture—it can be a cool thing to do from an athletic perspective as well. “As an athlete, I’ve always enjoyed
challenging myself physically and learning how to use my body in new ways. Taiko offers an excellent combination of physical
expression, mental focus, teamwork, and musical creativity to boot—what more can you ask for?”

Shigeru Watanabe
Shigeru was born and raised in Tokyo, Japan. He spent over seven years studying for undergraduate
and postgraduate degrees in various places including the University of Queensland, Australia, where he
earned an M.A. of Japanese Conference Interpreting and Translation. While his original intention was to
remain in Australia, he received a job offer in Boston in 1997, and has been there ever since.
Shigeru was drawn to taiko not because he was Japanese trying to do something Japanese, but it
looked like an interesting thing to do and he loved the idea of performing on stage. He first saw Odaiko
New England at First Night Boston 2000 and immediately signed up for a workshop. A native Japanese,
Shigeru brings many aspects of Japanese culture to Odaiko New England’s artistic vision. He introduces
ONE to traditional Japanese taiko songs and when he visits Japan, Shigeru meets with taiko groups to continue his professional
development. The multi-talented Shigeru counts among his activities competition ballroom dancing, skiing, and scuba diving. He
will try anything as long as it is an opportunity to learn and meet new people.

Karen Young
Having moved to Boston in 1993, Karen was eager to find a taiko group with which to study.
Finding none, she became one of Odaiko New England’s founding members. Karen assisted in the early
formation of the group and was particularly known for her team building exercises, playfulness, and
community spirit. ‘Playing taiko is hard work, it’s both scary and exciting to put yourself out there, to
try new things, to make mistakes, and to try again – if we’re going to work this hard, we better have
fun!’ Karen has recently re-joined the group after serving for 7 years as a ‘reserve member’. Outside
taiko, Karen is the founder and co-director of Youth on Board, a national program committed building
communities where young people are central to issues and concerns that affect them.

About the INSTRUMENTS…

Bachi are the sticks used to beat the taiko drums.
Taiko literally means big drum. It is generally used to describe a particular kind of Japanese drum that is
hollowed out from a solid piece of keyaki wood (zelkova wood) and skinned by stretching and tacking a cow
hide over each end of the body. The word can also be used to refer to a type of Japanese drumming. There
are many types and sizes of drums that make up a drum ensemble. When the word “taiko” is preceded by an
adjective (usually to indicate the type of drum or style of playing) as seen in the types of drums listed below,
the “t” changes to a “d”.
Byou-daiko (also called byou uchi-daiko) have bodies that are traditionally carved from a single log, and
heads that are stretched onto the taiko and tacked in place. This style of taiko cannot be tuned after the head
is stretched. Since the bodies of byou-daiko are carved from a single log, making a large taiko typically
requires a large tree that has grown for a minimum of two hundred years; the largest odaiko ever produced
required a tree that was 1,200 years old. The heads are made from cowhide
The nagado-daiko (long-bodied taiko) is by far the most popular taiko used in the modern style of playing.
They are also very common in festivals and in temples and shrines. They have a characteristically deep,
reverberant sound.
Odaiko literally means "big fat drum" and can refer to any large taiko drum. The term is usually reserved for
nagado-daiko that have a head over three feet in diameter. Odaiko are typically placed on a stand and played
horizontally, often by two people at once. Typically, one player will beat out a basic rhythm while the second
player solos. Odaiko can reach huge proportions, sometimes weighing in at over three tons and spanning six
feet in diameter. These Mammoth Odaiko are often built for shrines or temples, and their cost can run into
the hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Shime-daiko is a general term for a rope-tensioned drum and can be tuned. The word "shime" comes from
the Japanese verb "shimeru", which means to bind or tighten up. Shime-daiko have two heads which are
sewn over steel rings and laced to a body with a rope or cord. They are tensioned with another rope or cord
that is wound around the lacings of the first rope. The pitch can be changed by adjusting the tightness of this
second rope. In taiko groups, the shime is often used to keep the basic rhythm and establish time, but they are
a versatile solo instrument as well.
The oke-daiko, or okedo, is made with a stave construction - not carved from a single piece of wood. They
tend to be larger than a typical nagado-daiko, often around six feet in length and three feet in diameter. They
are usually played horizontally, raised up on a high stand.

About the ART FORM…
Taiko has been associated with many aspects of Japanese culture since ancient times. It is said that Taiko
was used to drive away the plague and evil spirits. In the Shinto religion, it was used to call upon and
entertain the gods, or kami, and in Japanese Buddhism, its sound was the manifestation of the voice of the
Buddha. Both noblemen and commoners played and listened to Taiko, which could be found in imperial
court orchestras, in Kabuki and Noh Theater, on the battlefield and in the rice fields. Fifth-century clay dolls
holding drums and seventh-century poems and paintings are evidence that Taiko was an integral part of the
Japanese culture for the past fifteen centuries.
In ancient times, during droughts or dry seasons, the life of a Japanese village rested on the endurance of
their taiko drummer. Control of the water from a river that ran between two villages was gambled. The
village whose taiko drummer could play the longest got the right to control the river water.

Discussion Questions
•
•

Why might it be important for a village to control water from a river?
What does this tell us about economics of a Japanese village during ancient times?

When many Japanese immigrated to North America in the early part of the 1900's, they brought taiko drums
with them. In 1910, Taiko drumming was well established in Hawaii and by 1930 had made inroads to San
Francisco on the US mainland. However, after World War II, Taiko drumming in the United States died out.
It was not until 1968, when Japanese-born drummer, Seiichi Tanaka established the first ensemble taiko
group that the drumming saw a renaissance in the United States.

Discussion Questions
•
•
•

Why might Japanese immigrants and those of Japanese heritage stop practicing Taiko after
World War II?
Why do you think it took so long for Taiko to be revived in the US?
Did other important things happen in the US during the 1960’s that might have influenced the
Taiko resurgence?

The Legend of Hi no Taiko
In the Emperor Keitai’s day at his castle built on a hill in Mikuni, a special taiko was used to stir up the
officers of the army and to frighten the enemy. Many years ago the Mikuni seashore was hit by a tremendous
storm which lasted 60 days and nights. No ship could get in or out of the harbor and the townspeople, who
were largely fisherman, had to stop fishing. This caused great hardship in the town and the people nearly
died of hunger. The leader of the town called a town meeting to discuss a solution to their problem. It was
decided to build a great fire and beat the taiko. This would calm the gods of the sea who were angry. They
built the fire and beat the taiko for three days. The storm passed and the sea became calm. Peace and
prosperity returned to Mikuni. The fisherman returned to fishing and good catches. Today, the Mikuni drum
till sounds a welcoming blessing for prosperity as ships enter the harbor. Hi no Taiko is celebrated on
January 7, on this day the young townspeople compete at playing taiko.

The Great Wave off Kanagawa
Hokusai

Another festival featuring taiko drums takes place during the Chichibu
festival in Saitama Prefecture (north of Tokyo). During the festival, gigantic
shrines on wheels are pushed through the streets. The rhythms of the Taiko
consists of two main phrases the Ko-nami (small wave) and the Ou-nami (big
wave). These rhythms were originally played on the boats carrying the huge
blocks of stone that were used to build Osaka Castle. The Taiko player would
set the pace for the oarsmen and by the rhythm he could communicate the sort
of waves that were coming ahead. The wheeled shrines are a symbolic reminder of the boats.

Discussion Question
•

Can you think of any other cultures that used song or music to help them in their work?

A Guide to Japanese Pronunciation
Vowels are always pronounced the same way;
long vowels are simply longer in duration
(actually two syllables), the sound doesn’t change:
Pronounce “a” like the short “ah” sound as in the
word father.
Pronounce “i” like the long “ee” sound as in the
word eat
Pronounce “u” like the long “oo” sound as in the
words food or zoo
Pronounce “e” like the short “eh” sound as in the
word end.
Pronounce “o” like the “oh” sound as in the word
Ohio
The Consonant sounds are:
Pronounce “k” like the “ka” sound as in the word
cat
Pronounce “g” like the “ga” sound as in the word
gourd
Pronounce “s” like the “snake s” sound in the
name Sue
Pronounce “sh” like the “sha” sound as in the
word seashore
Pronounce “z” like the “za” sound as in the word
zoo

Pronounce “j” like the “ja” sound as in the name
Jack
Pronounce “t” like the “ta” sound as in the word
tick
Pronounce “ts” like tsetse fly.
Pronounce “ch” like the hard “ch” sound as in the
word chicken
Pronounce “n” like the sound as in the word new
Pronounce “h” like the “ha” sound as in the word
have
Pronounce “f” like the “foo” sound in the band
named “Foo fighters”!
Pronounce “b” like the hard “b” sound as in the
word boy
Pronounce “p” like the “pa” sound as in the words
party and pea
Pronounce “m” like the “ma” sound as in the word
mama
Pronounce “ya” like the sound in the word in
yahoo
Pronounce “r” more like a “d” than an “r” (as in a
British butler saying “very good, madam”)
Pronounce “w” like the sound in the word wander
Adapted from: Bestor, Theodore. A (relatively) easy guide
to Japanese pronunciation.

Sayonara Home Run!

Common Baseball Terms in Japanese

Yakyu: Field ball, the Japanese name for baseball!
The Players
Batter: batta
Catcher: kyatcha: (also called hoshu)
Center fielder: senta:
Coach: koochi
Designated hitter: shimei dasha:
First baseman: ichiruishi
Left fielder: refuto
Pinch hitter: pinchi hitta
Pinch runner: pinchi ranna
Pitcher: pitcha (also called toshu)
Right fielder: raito
Rookie: rukii (also called shinjin)
Second baseman: niruishu
Shortstop: shoto (also called yukeki shu)
Switch hitter: suitchi hitta
Third baseman: sanruishu
Umpire: shinpan

Grand slam home run: manrui homa
Ground out: goro
Home run: homuran:
Line drive: raina
Run: homuin:
Strike: sutoraiku
Strikeout: sanshin
Walk: foa boru (four ball)
Wild pitch: wairudo pitchi

What’s the Score?
Turn on the TV any summer evening in
Japan and-much like America-you'll probably
find a baseball game. The TV stations often
display a graphic at the bottom of the screen
that may look something like this:

The Field and Equipment
Ball: boru
Baseball: besuboru
Batters box: batta bokkusu
Batting helmet: herumetto
Glove: gurobu
Pitchers mound: maundo
Scoreboard: sukoa bodo

Plays and Other Terms
"Play ball!” pure boru
Bases loaded: furu besu
Bunt: banto
Double play: daburu pure:
Error: era
Foul ball: fauro
Full count: furu kaunto-In Japan, strikes are
called before balls. Therefore, a 2-3 count is
considered full.
Game over: gemu setto:
Game-winning home run: sayonara homuran

If you guessed that these are scores from
other baseball games, you would be right. Each
Japanese team can be represented by a single
kanji or katakana character, a pictorial
abbreviation of their full name which appears
in the top row. The second row of Arabic
numbers represents the number of runs earned
by each team. The bottom row in red
represents the status of the game. Since,
(kai) means "inning," the number before kai
tells us the inning of the current game. The
kanji, baseball
(shu ryo)
means,
"game over
". ball")
The is
Japanese
- Yakyu
(literally
"field
numbers
in
the
second
row
above
this
kanji
Japan's version of the great American pastime.tell
us this iswas
thefirst
finalintroduced
score.
Baseball
to Japan in the
1870s, with the first team, the Shimbashi Athletic

About JAPANESE BASEBALL…
Japanese baseball owes its start to Horace Wilson, a young American teacher. Horace introduced baseball
to his students while teaching at Tokyo’s Kaisei Gakko in 1873. In 1883, Hiroshi Hiraoka, a railway
engineer organized Japan’s first amateur team. While a student in Boston, Hiroshi had become a Red
Stockings fan. Up until this time the concept of “sport” (engaging in a physical activity for fun) was
unknown in Japan. There was not even a Japanese word for it! The physical activities practiced by the
Japanese such as archery and horseback riding were seen as part of military training. In the beginning,
Japanese baseball was regarded as a way to develop moral discipline and not a leisure activity. The Japanese
applied the same practices of endless training, self-denial, and emphasis on spirit found in the martial arts to
the game of baseball. The first professional baseball league was formed in 1936, after the formation of the
Dai Nippon Tokyo Yakyu Kurabu (the Great Japan Tokyo Baseball Club) in 1934. Their name was later
changed to the Tokyo Giants, or Kyojin. The Giants went on to become Japan's most famous ball clubs.
The sport of Japanese baseball consists of twelve pro teams. A two-league system, consisting of the
Central League and the Pacific League, was established in 1950. Each league has six professional teams.
Unlike America, most teams are owned by major corporations for public relations purposes.
Central League

Pacific League

Chunichi Dragons
Chunichi Shimbun
(newspaper company)

Chiba Lotte Marines
Lotte (confectionary
manufacturer)

Hanshin Tigers
Hanshin Railways
(railroad/department store
group)

Fukuoka Softbank Hawks
Softbank (internet company)

Hiroshima Toyo Carp
Toyo (an affiliate of Mazda,
the car company)

Hokkaido Nippon-Ham
Fighters
Nippon Ham (processed
meats firm)

Tokyo Yakult Swallows
Yakult (health drink firm)

Orix Buffaloes
Orix (credit/leasing company)

Yokohama BayStars
Tokyo Broadcasting System
(media company)

Saitama Seibu Lions
Prince Hotels (part of the
Seibu Group, with railway,
trading and real estate
interests)

Yomiuri Giants
Yomiuri Shimbun (media
company)

Tohoku Rakuten Golden
Eagles
Rakuten (internet company)

Source:www.yakyushop.com retrieved 3/6/2009

The farm system is not as developed as in the United States. Each club maintains one farm team in either
the Eastern or Western Leagues. There is a lot of interest in high school-level baseball, with two major
tournaments held each year at Koshien Stadium in Nishinomiya. During the annual draft many hopefuls from
high school, college and the semi-pro corporate leagues are snapped up by the pro clubs. The leagues have a
144-game season, played from early April through late September. However, this often extends into October
when games postponed from the long rainy season in June and July are made up!
Source: Whiting, Robert. You gotta have Wa NY: Macmillan. 1989

The Poet of Baseball
Much like the US Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, NY -the Japanese
Baseball Hall of Fame contains many famous individuals including players and
owners that have contributed to the history and culture of baseball. But did you
know that the Japanese Hall of Fame counts a famous poet as one of its
inductees?
Masaoka Shiki was born in Matsuyama in Ehime Prefecture in 1867. His
father was a low-ranking samurai, who died when Masaoka was five. His
mother was a teacher. While still at school, Masaoka started to write prose and
poetry. In 1883 he moved to Tokyo, where he attended University Preparatory
College and then studied classic Japanese literature at the Tokyo Imperial
University. In 1892 Masaoka's studies were interrupted because of health
problems. After withdrawing from the Imperial University, Masaoka was a
haiku editor of the newspaper Nippon. Masaoka contracted tuberculosis while working as a war
correspondent in the Chinese-Japanese War of 1894-95. He remained an invalid for much of his life.
This poet of the Meiji period loved and helped promote baseball. Masaoka enjoyed playing baseball while
attending Tokyo University. He wrote many poems on baseball, introductory articles and translated many
baseball terms into Japanese. Initially a prose writer, Masaoka devoted a major portion of his short life to the
collection and composition of haiku. Masaoka Shiki died in Tokyo on September 9, 1902, a few weeks
before his thirty-fifth birthday. His essays are still widely read. Masoka Shiki was elected by Special
Committee and inducted into the Japanese Baseball Hall of Fame in 2002.
through a growth of weeds
runs an open path
baseball diamond

Discussion Questions

Did you know “Masaoka Shiki” was not this poet’s real name? Masaoka’s real surname was Tsunenori.
There have been many famous authors throughout history that have used “pen names”. Two that you
may be familiar with are Mark Twain and George Sand.
● Why might these types of false names be called “pen names”?
● Why might an author use a pen name?
(Following are the originals and translations of the Masaoka Shiki poems from today’s program)

SHIKI'S BASEBALL TANKA
Ten poems on baseball by Masaoka Shiki -- translated by Stephen M. Forrest
The poems are taken from Takenosato uta『竹乃里歌』; the first nine are from 1898 and the the
last one dates from the following year.
1.

久方のアメリカ人のはじめにしベースボールは見れど飽かぬかも
hisakata no
amerikabito no
hajimenishi
bêsubôru ha
miredo akanu ka mo
Begun
under different skies
by Americans,
this thing called baseball -I could watch it forever!
2.

国人ととつ国人とうちきそふベースボールを見ればゆゆしも
kunibito to
totsukunibito to
uchikisofu
bêsubôru wo
mireba yuyushi mo
My countrymen
and men from other lands
batting against each other-watch baseball and you'll see
it’s a serious business!
3.

若人のすなる遊びはさはにあれどベースボールに如く者はあらじ
wakadô no
sunaru asobi ha
saha ni aredo
bêsubôru ni
shiku mono ha araji
There are, I hear,
plenty of entertainments
that young men enjoy,
but there's surely none among them
quite like baseball.

4.

九つの人九つのあらそひにベースボールの今日も暮れけり
kokonotsu no
hito kokonotsu no
arasohi ni
bêsubôru no
kefu mo kurekeri
Nine people
and nine separate
battles-now the sun is setting
on our day of baseball
5.

今やかの三つのベースに人満ちてそぞろに胸のうちさわぐかな
ima ya kano
mitsu no bêsu ni
hito michite
sozoro ni mune no
uchisawagu ka na
Right now
on each of the three bases
there's someone ready -I can hardly think,
my heart is racing so!
6.

九つの人九つの場をしめてベースボールの始まらんとす
kokonotsu no
hito kokonotsu no
ba wo shimete
bêsubôru no
hajimaran to su
Nine people
set at nine separate
positions:
a game of baseball
is just about to begin

7.

うちはづす球キャッチャーの手に在りてベースを人の行きぞわづらふ
uchi hadzusu
tama kyatchâ no
te ni arite
bêsu wo hito no
yuki zo wadzurafu
The ball
I struck at and missed
is in the catcher's hand:
makes life very difficult
for players running the bases!
8.

うちあぐるボールは高く雲に入りて又落ち来る人の手の中に
uchiaguru
bôru ha takaku
kumo ni irite
mata ochikitaru
hito no te no naka ni
The ball
he struck goes high,
up into the clouds,
then comes back down again
right into a player's hands . . .
9.

なかなかにうちあげたるは危かり草行く球のとどまらなくに
naka naka ni
uchiagetaru ha
ayaukari
kusa yuku tama no
todomaranaku ni
The ones hit high
are hard to handle,
no matter what-yet a ball coming through the grass
doesn't stop nicely either . . .

10.

球及び球を打つ木を手握りてシャツ着し見ればその時おもほゆ
tama oyobi
tama wo utsu ki wo
te nigirite
shatsu kishi mireba
sono toki omohoyu
The ball and
a bat to hit it with
held tight in my hands,
and with my game shirt on,
I remember those days.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------Translator's Note
I found the text of these poems in a database of Shiki's poetic works, but was inspired to look for
them and make my own translations after reading Takashi Nonin's article in World Haiku
Review, "Shiki as a Pioneer of Baseball in Japan," available online here:
http://www.worldhaikureview.org/1-2/whcessays_shiki1_8_01.shtml
Since that article, and on the centenary of Shiki's death, the poet was inducted into the Japanese
Baseball Hall of Fame. An English page for that site is available here:
http://english.baseball-museum.or.jp/baseball_hallo/detail/detail_144.html

Post Show Activities...
Chopstick Shigin-Writing and World Literature
Many people are familiar with the Haiku, a three line Japanese poem consisting of seventeen syllables. Did
you know that the Haiku was derived from a much longer poetic form called Waka that contained 31
syllables and five lines? (It starts out just like a Haiku but ends with two more lines of seven syllables each.).
An even older Japanese poetic form is called the Shigin. This type of Japanese poetry is created to be
chanted, either individually or within a group. Each shigin poem is composed of lines of kanji. Kanji is a
Japanese form of pictogram writing. It is different from an alphabet since each Kanji stands for a word or an
idea. The most common Shigin were written in four lines and each line was seven characters long. (Just like
a quatrain with seven words in each line!) Shigin are thought to have originated in China early in the first
millennium AD. During the 5th century many books from China were brought into Japan and it is believed
the Shigin poetic form spread to Japan at that time.
Chopsticks are used in East Asian (China, Japan and Korea) countries as eating utensils. They can be very
fancy and made out of precious metals like silver and gold or common materials like bamboo. For this
activity each student will write a shigin on flat sided bamboo chopsticks-one line per side.
Materials
Black fine line felt tip pens
Flat sided bamboo chopsticks (like those found in Chinese take out restaurants)
Procedure
Read examples of Japanese poetry such as haiku, waka or shigin. Point out
to students how often this poetry deals with nature themes and the seasons. It
is similar to free verse and does not rhyme. It does not contain articles or
conjunctions. Using a set number of words for each line, have students write
a four line shigin. Write one line on each side of a bamboo chop stick.
Extension
In small groups have students place their chopsticks together and roll them
over to create collaborative poems. How many possible new poems can be
created using two chopsticks? Three? Four? Etc.
Bibliography
Morice, David. The Adventures of Dr. Alphabet. New York: Teachers and
Writers Collaborative. 1995.

Baseball Math
Baseball is a great way for students to learn about averages,
decimal places and percentages.
Materials:
A selection of Baseball Cards
3 x 5 index cards ruled on one side only
Colored pencils or markers
Selection of magazines
Glue stick
Scissors
Procedure:
Have students select a baseball card. Direct students to
examine the information found on the card. Point out how the
players name, photo and team are on the front of the card and the
biographical/statistical information is on the back. Explain what
the columns of numbers found on the back of each baseball card
mean. (The easiest way is to use an overhead projector and point
out the different columns as they are discussed.) Some of the
common abbreviations are as follows:
AB
H
2B
3B
HR
RBI

= At Bat, how many times a player got a chance to hit during the season.
= Hits, how many total times the player safely got to a base.
= Double, how many of the total hits enabled the player to get to second base.
= Triple, how many of the total hits enabled the player to get to third base.
= Home Run, how many of the total hits enabled the player to touch all the bases.
= Runs batted in, earned by a batter when a runner already on base scores due to a base hit, a sacrifice,
being hit by a pitch, during an infield out (but not during a double play), or a fielder's choice.
AVG= Batting average, a ratio of the number of hits a player got compared to the number of chances he had
at bat.
Demonstrate how a player’s batting average is determined by dividing the number of hits a player gets by the
number of times a player is at bat.
On the blank side of the index the have students create their own imaginary baseball player. Students can
glue cut out faces/figures from magazines and embellish them with markers to draw hats and uniforms or
draw their players freehand.
Have students turn the card horizontally and on the ruled side create 3 columns of information for a set
number of years. In the first column (AB) list the number of times at bat for that year. In the second column
(H) list the number of hits for the same year. In the third column (AVE) have student calculate the batting
average for that year. (Other stats can be listed according to age and grade level of the students.) Remind
students that the number in the “Hit” column cannot be bigger than the number of times “At bat”.
Extensions: Have students leave the AVG column blank and trade cards with other students. Students
compute the average for the traded card. Give students the AB number and have them determine the number
of hits needed to reach different batting averages.

Mochi-Japanese Sweets
These sweet rice balls are made to celebrate many Japanese festivals. Ingredients can commonly be found
at Asian or international food markets.

Ingredients:
For Rice Balls:
2 1/2 cup glutious rice (mochi gome)
1/2 cup Japanese rice
3 cup water
For Toppings:
3/4 lb. anko (sweet azuki bean paste)
1/2 cup crushed walnuts and 2 Tbsp sugar, grinded well
3 Tbsp black sesame seeds and 1 1/2 Tbsp sugar, grinded
1/3 cup kinako (soy bean powder) and 2 Tbsp sugar, mixed

well
Photo (c) Setsuko Yoshizuka

Preparation:
Put both kinds of rice in a bowl and wash with cold water. Drain the rice in a colander and set aside for 30
minutes. Place the rice in a rice cooker and add measured water. Let the rice soak in the water for 30
minutes. Start the cooker. Put prepared toppings, such as anko and sesame seeds, in seperate bowls. When
rice is cooked, let it steam for 15 minutes. Mash the rice with wooden pestle until sticky. Wet hands and
shape the rice into oval balls. Cover rice balls with different toppings.
Makes about 32 rice balls
Retrieved Feb. 1, 2009 http://japanesefood.about.com/od/rice/r/ohagi.htm

Map of Japan
http://www.jnto.go.jp/eng/map/index_map.html
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Conley K., Choi C., & Giuliani, J. Baseball the Game and Beyond. 1997. March 1, 2009.
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Higginson, William J. Renku Home. 2006. March 17, 2008. http://renku.home.att.net/Renku_for_Kids.html
Good resource about linked poetry and haiku. Teacher resource guide and lesson plans available.
JICC. January 5, 2007. http://www.us.emb-japan.go.jp/jicc.Website of the Japan Information Center for the
Japan-Washington DC embassy. The Cultural Spotlight link has new and archived articles on Japanese
life and traditions.
Kanji Site, The. 2006. January 5, 2007. http://www.kanjisite.com/html/wak/wak4.html
Information about Japanese Kanji (pictogram writing)
Kid’s Web Japan. 1996. Jaunuary 5, 2007. http://web-japan.org/kidsweb/index.html
Web page especially for kids sponsored by the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Contains
information of special interest to children and teachers regarding Japanese life and traditions.
Kovacs, Edna. Writing Across Cultures. Oregon: Blue Heron Publishing. 1994. Out of print.
A handbook on writing poetry and lyrical prose from different world cultures and historical periods.
Michi Online: Journal of Japanese Cultural Arts. 2003. Jaunuary 5, 2007.
http://www.michionline.org/resources/Glossary/S/shigin.html Good glossary of Japanese art forms and
associated terms.
Morice, David. The Adventures of Dr. Alphabet. New York: Teachers and Writers Collaborative. 1995.
Good book for creative poetry writing activities.
.
Stevens, R. The Poetry Zone. 1997. January 5, 2007. http://www.poetryzone.ndirect.co.uk/howto.htm#haik
Information about writing Haiku and other poetic forms from around the world.
Suruga Trading Service. Neat Stuff from Japan. 2007. March 23, 2008. http://neatstufffromjapan.com
Commercial site for Japanese products but good insight and explanations about contemporary Japanese
culture. Select “ About Japan”.
Wikipedia. 2007. January 1, 2007. http://en.wikipedia.org
Online encyclopedia of definitions for glossary terms. This site is good for basic
information but should be confirmed with a second source.

NOTICE TO ALL TEACHERS AND CHAPERONES
¾ PERFORMANCES BEGIN PROMPTLY AT 10AM
Many of our performances sell out. This means we can have up to 1,600 students to
seat. Please help us by arriving 30 minutes prior to the start of the performance. This
will allow our ushers to get everyone seated and for you and your students to visit the
rest rooms and get settled. It is important that we begin our performances on time so
that all schools can meet their lunch and/or dismissal times.
¾ PLEASE CHECK LOCATION OF PERFORMANCE WHEN MAKING YOUR BUS
RESERVATION.
¾ The staff of the Fine Arts Center needs your help! An increasing number of students are
coming into the performance space with gum, food, beverages, cell phones and portable
music players. None of these items is allowed in the halls for performances. Many of
these items are stowed in backpacks and are not easily noticed. Our goal is to offer high
quality performances for young people. In order to enhance the experience, we ask for your
cooperation in preventing these items from entering the hall.
¾ For the comfort of all concerned, we ask that backpacks, lunches and other gear be left on
the bus. Our long-standing policy of no cameras or tape recorders still is in effect.

We hope that you and your students enjoy your theatre experience!

PARKING AND DIRECTIONS FOR THE FINE ARTS CENTER’S

CONCERT HALL and RAND THEATER

School Bus Parking: Students should be dropped-off at Haigis Mall off of Massachusetts Avenue.

University Security will direct buses to an appropriate parking lot during the performance
(typically by the football stadium). PLEASE BE SURE YOUR BUS DRIVER KNOWS THAT ALL
PERFORMANCES LAST APPROXIMATELY 1 HOUR AND THEY SHOULD RETURN A FEW MINUTES
BEFORE THE ANTICIPATED END TIME. If drivers are not with the buses, they may miss the
radio call from security asking them to return for pick-up, resulting in unnecessary delays
returning to your school.

Individual cars: If necessary, individuals may drop-off students with a chaperone at Haigis Mall (you will be
directed by security to the mid-point turn of Haigis Mall – see map) prior to parking. We
recommend parking in the Campus Center Parking Garage to avoid searching
for a metered space. It is a five-minute walk to the Concert Hall. All other available parking
during weekdays is at meters. Available lots and pricing (current as of 1/1/07) are listed below:
Parking in the Garage is available to our patrons at a discounted rate of $1. To
receive this rate you MUST give the Garage attendant a parking pass. To receive your
pass, please call our office to let us know that you will be arriving by car. Parking passes
are sent with the invoices. Please call (413) 545-2116 if you didn’t receive one.
Parking meters are enforced Monday – Friday, 7AM – 5PM. Meter rates are
$1.00 per hour.
Parking Garage – near Campus Center, across from the Mullins Center off
Commonwealth Avenue
Lot 34 – Behind Visitors Center with 3, 5 & 10-hour meters available
Haigis Mall – 2 hour maximum on meters
Lot 62 - Adjacent to Fernald Hall with 3 hour maximum on meters, limited spaces available.
From the North: (Vermont, Greenfield) I-91 south to Route 116. Follow signs on 116 “To the University of
Massachusetts.” Exit ramp leads to Massachusetts Avenue. Turn left (east) on to Massachusetts Avenue
toward the campus. Continue through one light and watch for Lot 34 by the Visitors Center on your right and
the entrance to Haigis Mall on your left.
From the South: (Springfield, Holyoke) I-91 north to Route 9. Turn right (east) on Route 9 over the Coolidge
Bridge and through Hadley. Turn left (north) on Route 116 (across from Staples) heading toward campus.
Turn right at first exit at “University of Massachusetts,” then bear right onto Massachusetts Avenue toward
campus. Continue through one light and watch for Lot 34 by the Visitors Center on your right and the entrance
to Haigis Mall on your left.
From the West: (Northampton, Pittsfield) Route 9 east through Northampton and over Coolidge Bridge.
Follow remaining directions under “From the South”.
From the East: (Belchertown, Ludlow) North on Routes 21, 181 or 202 to Route 9 into Amherst. Right on to
North Pleasant Street (main downtown intersection), north through center of town. Turn left at Triangle Street
(Bertucci’s Restaurant on your right), rejoining North Pleasant Street. To reach Lot 34 and Haigis Mall continue
on main road, which becomes Massachusetts Avenue. Haigis Mall will be on your right, Lot 34 on your left.

For Concert Hall, Rand Theater and Bowker Auditorium – Patrons traveling by car are encouraged to park in
the parking garage. Discounted parking is available in the garage for $1. A parking permit is required for
discounted parking in the garage. Please call the Arts & Educational Programs Office if you require permits at
(413) 545-2116. All other parking on campus is at available meters at the rate of $1 per hour. Parking is
enforced Monday – Friday, 7AM – 5 PM.
Buses will drop-off students as indicated on map. Buses will be given parking instructions by Campus Security.

